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Abstract11

Currently, one of the most widely used protocols to secure cryptocurrency assets in centralized12

exchanges is categorizing wallets into cold and hot. While cold wallets hold user deposits, hot wallets13

are responsible for addressing withdrawal requests. However, this method has some shortcomings14

such as: 1) availability of private keys in at least one cold device, and 2) exposure of all private keys15

to one trusted cold wallet admin. To overcome such issues, we design a new protocol for managing16

cold wallet assets by employing native multi-signature schemes. The proposed cold wallet system,17

involves at least two distinct devices and their corresponding admins for both wallet creation and18

signature generation. The method ensures that no final private key is stored on any device. To19

this end, no individual authority can spend from exchange assets. Moreover, we provide details20

regarding practical implementation of the proposed method and compare it against state-of-the-art.21

Furthermore, we extend the application of the proposed method to an scalable scenario where users22

are directly involved in wallet generation and signing process of cold wallets in an MPC manner.23
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1 Introduction30

Currently, centralized exchanges play a big role in cryptocurrency world and provide multiple31

advantages over decentralized exchanges (DEX) [1, 2], such as higher liquidity, lower fee,32

and advanced trading tools. However, the main drawback of centralized exchanges is that33

users have to trust a third party to mange their cryptocurrency assets. To this end, the34

first responsibility of any centralized exchange is to ensure security of user cryptocurrency35

funds. The state-of-the-art protocol for managing wallet private keys in exchanges is to36

keep users deposits in cold wallet system, while handling withdrawals by hot wallets. The37

cold wallet is usually consisted from series of air-gapped devices that hold wallets private38

keys and a secure cold gateway that are responsible for charging hot wallets. There is no39

standard regarding best practices in cold wallet management, and therefore, in order to gain40

users trust, exchanges usually publicly announce some details regarding their cold wallet41

protocol [3].42

In this paper, we analyze the state-of-the-art cold/hot wallet management protocols in43
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exchanges. We furthermore point-out the shortcomings [4, 5, 6, 7] of the basic protocol and44

propose our practical method in order to solve such shortcomings. The proposed method is45

based on the native multi-signature protocols [8] in underlying public-key infrastructure (PKI)46

of the cryptocurrency, such as ECDSA [9] and Schnorr [10, 11], and does not effect the47

transaction structure or size on the blockchain. Moreover, we analyze the security of the48

proposed cold wallet architecture and reduce it to the security of the underlying PKI. We49

furthermore extend the application of the proposed method to a scenario where users are50

directly involved in wallet creation and signing process in a multi-party computation (MPC)51

setup. The extended protocol ensures that no individual authority in the exchange can spend52

user cryptocurrency funds without users direct involvements with their own private shares of53

the wallet. Finally, we evaluate communication and computation overhead of the proposed54

method and provide different solutions to increase scalability of its extended application.55

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides required background to56

follow the paper. Section 3 details the state-of-the-art hot/cold wallet management protocol57

and points out its shortcomings. Section 4 describes the proposed enhanced hot/cold wallet58

system based on the native multi-signature schemes. Section 5 evaluates the proposed method59

against the state-of-the-art in terms of complexity and security. Section 6 discusses the60

advantages of the proposed method compared to the state-of-the-art and extends it to a61

scenario where users take part in controlling exchange wallets. Finally, Section 7 concludes62

the paper.63

2 Preliminaries64

2.1 Digital Signatures in Elliptic Curve Cryptography65

Currently, the security of popular cryptocurencies, such as Bitcoin and Ethereum, are based66

on elliptic curve cryptography (ECC). To this end, the main focus of the paper is on ECC67

signatures. However, the idea behind the proposed method is also applicable on other PKIs,68

such as lattice-based ones. In this section, we describe the abstract computations in elliptic69

curve digital signature schemes as is shown in Table 1.70

2.1.1 ECDSA71

The process of signing a message using ECDSA starts with choosing a random (log q)-bit72

vector k from Zq. Multiplying the secret vector k to the curve’s generator G, results in73

the public two-dimensional point R that is used later for verification of the signature. The74

first dimension of R is directly used in the signature s. The signature is calculated as75

s = k−1.(H(m) + r.x) mod q, where x is the private key of the signer. Finally the signer76

outputs the pair (r, s) as the signature. Note that for every signature, the k value is generated77

randomly and therefore, the scheme ensures that signing the same message by one private78

key results in different signatures.79

In verification process, the verifier computes two terms u1 = H(m).s−1 mod q and80

u2 = r.s−1 mod q. Finally, the phrase u1.G+ u2.P should be equal as R. Following equation81

demonstrates the correctness of the verification process:82

u1.G+u2.P = u1.G+u2.(x.G) = (H(m).s−1+r.s−1.x)×G = (H(m)+r.x)
(
k−1(H(m) + r.x)

)−1×G83

84

= (H(m) + r.x)× (H(m) + r.x)−1 ×
(
k−1)−1 ×G = k ×G = R85
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Table 1 Elliptic Curve (EC) Signature Algorithms

ECDSA Schnorr

Signature
generation

k ← Zq
R = (rx, ry) = k.G

r = rx mod q

s = k−1.(H(m) + r.x)mod q
Sig = (r, s)

k ← Zl
R = k.G

e = H(R|P |m)
s = (k + x.e)mod l

Sig = (e, s)

Verification

u1 = H(m).s−1 mod q

u2 = r.s−1 mod q

(r′x, r′y) = u1.G+ u2.P

Verify: r′x == r

R′ = s×G− e× P
Verify: H(R′|P |m) == e

Table 2 Paillier Homomorphic Cryptosystem

Key Generation Encryption Decryption
p, q ←Primes

n = p.q, g = n+ 1
λ = (p− 1).(q − 1)
µ = λ−1 mod n

r ← Z∗n, gcd(r, n) = 1
c = gm.rn mod n2

m = L(cλ mod n2).µ mod n
note: L(x) = x−1

n

2.1.2 Schnorr86

The Schnorr signature variant over ECC has multiple standards. We stick to the latest87

one [12, 13] using Ristretto sub-groups over twisted Edward curves, i.e. Sr25519. The process88

of signature generation starts with randomly choosing one-time secret vector k from Zl and89

calculating its public related point R. Vector e is constructed by hashing a concatenation90

of R, P and m values. The s value is simply calculated as (k + x.e) mod l. Note that in91

contrast with ECDSA, k and s are used in a linear manner. This property allows Schnorr92

signatures to be aggregated easily to construct a multi-party signature. Finally, the signer93

outputs (e, s) pair as signature.94

In order to verify a signature, one simply calculates R′ = s × G − e × P . In case of95

a valid signature, R′ should be equal to the R calculated during the signature generation96

process. Therefore, final verification step is to ensure that H(R′|P |m) and e are equal. The97

correctness of the scheme is as follows:98

R′ = s×G− e× P = (k + x.e)×G− e× (x.G) = ((k + x.e)− e.x)×G = k.G = R99

2.2 Paillier Cryptosystem100

Pailliar [14] is a probabilistic additively homomorphic public key cryptosystem. For any two101

encrypted messages m1 and m2, such as Enc(m1) and Enc(m2), the encrypted summation102

can be directly calculated by multiplication of two ciphertexts as follows: Enc(m1 +m2) =103

Enc(m1) × Enc(m2). Table 2 shows detailed computations in three phases of Paillier104

cryptosystem. The correctness of the the homomorphic property of the scheme is as follows:105

Enc(m1)×Enc(m2) = gm1 .r1
n×gm2 .r2

n = g(m1+m2).(r1.r2)n = g(m1+m2).(r′)n = Enc(m1+m2)106
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Figure 1 Basic Cold Wallet Management System

3 State-of-the-art Cold Wallet Protocol107

3.1 Overview108

In order to protect private keys of cryptocurrency wallets, centralized exchanges classify their109

wallets into two sub-classes: 1) hot wallets and 2) cold wallets. Figure 1 provides overall110

structure of hot/cold wallet management system. The hot wallet is responsible for withdrawal111

requests of users. The destination addresses in hot wallet transactions are controlled by users112

themselves, which are usually users local wallets or accounts on other exchanges. Note that113

the number of transactions in hot wallet system is high and, therefore, we require to have114

fast transaction creation, signing, and broadcast process. The security of hot wallet system is115

considered to be compromised, since the signing process of transactions are done in a system116

that is also connected to the internet. This results in possible exposure of hot wallet private117

keys upon a successful breach to the hot server. Thus, to limit security risks in hot wallet118

system, the cryptocurrency balance of hot wallets are kept limited (around 2-5% of total119

deposit).120

On the other hand, the cold wallet system is responsible for constantly charging hot121

wallets balance. While the cold wallet system contains more than 90% of total deposit, it122

demands certain level of security. To this end, as is shown in Figure 1, the cold system123

is usually divided into two sub-systems, namely: 1) cold wallet core (or cold-storage) and124

2) cold gateway. The cold wallet core is responsible for generating and managing wallet125

private keys and signing transactions. Moreover, the gateway has access to the internet and126

can create and broadcast transactions to the blockchain network. Note that there is an127

airgapped connection between the two subsystems.128

It is important to make sure that no attacker can gain access to exchange users wallets129
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private keys, even after a successful breach. To this end, the cold wallet core (or cold-storage)130

is isolated from any connection to any network. This mechanism ensures that signing131

any transaction from cold wallets requires a physical access to at least one airgapped and132

physically secured device.133

3.2 Shortcomings134

Although the general cold wallet mechanism satisfies many of the security requirements in135

the exchange, it still has some fundamental shortcomings as follows:136

3.2.1 Availability of Wallet Private Keys in at Least One Device137

Although the cold-storage mechanism, ensures that no external connection is possible to138

the device, however, the authority can access wallet private keys through direct physical139

contact with the air-gapped device. Even in scenarios where admin has no direct access to140

the keys (in hardware-based signing mechanisms, such as HSM), the keys can be extracted141

with different side-channel analysis, such as fault-injection attacks or simple/differential142

power analysis (SPA/DPA) [15].143

3.2.2 Systematic Attacks on Key Derivation Mechanisms:144

Exchanges require private key management mechanism to decrease overall complexity and145

security costs of the cold-storage. Currently there are multiple key derivation standards, such146

as BIP32 [16], that allow derivation of unlimited recoverable private keys from a few master147

keys. However, previous studies [4, 6] proposed successful attacks on different scenarios148

that are based on the nonlinear relation among master and its child keys. Thus, although149

such derivation methods are necessary for managing large amount of wallets in exchanges,150

however, there is a risk that an attacker can forge valid signatures for all of child keys in151

case of accessing to only one of the child private keys.152

3.2.3 Possible Threat from a Malicious or under-pressure Admin153

Since all private keys are available in cold-storage, the cold-storage admin(s) can sign and154

broadcast different transactions without submitting them to the cold gateway for broadcast.155

Therefore, in different scenarios (corrupt or under-pressure admin), unlimited number of156

unauthorised transactions can be signed by cold-storage admin(s). Note that the cold-storage157

is air-gapped and hence, has no connection to any system, which makes it impossible to158

monitor admin(s) actions online.159

3.2.4 Corrupted Transactions from a Compromised Cold Gateway160

In most of the transactions, the raw transaction data is clearly verifiable offline. Therefore,161

the cold-storage can verify the transaction’s final hex data by hashing the raw transaction.162

However, in some cases such as complex smart-contract transactions or privacy preserving163

platforms, such as z-address payments in tron blockchain [17], it is not possible to ensure the164

validity of the given data to the cold core. To this end, it can be possible for a compromised165

cold gateway system to produce malicious transactions that can be used for extracting certain166

information regarding a targeted private key or simply result in withdrawals to attackers167

wallet.168

Nob i tex 2021
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x2←Random()
 P2 = x2 * G

Cold GatewayCold Core

P1

x1←Random()
 P1 = x1 * G

P2

if ECDSA: P = x1 * P2
if Schnorr: P = P1 + P2

addr = get_Addr(P)

if ECDSA: P = x2 * P1
if Schnorr: P = P1 + P2

addr = get_Addr(P)

Figure 2 Proposed MPC Wallet Generation in Cold Wallet

3.2.5 No direct (off-chain) mechanism for users to get involved in169

transaction signing process170

One of the other shortcomings of state-of-the-art cold wallet system is that the exchange171

is always in full control over all wallet private keys. The only possible solution for user172

involvement in transaction authentications is by on-chain multi-signature wallets that are173

provided by the blockchain platform itself. However, such mechanisms differ within different174

blockchains and may not be supported by all of the exchanges or wallet providers. Moreover,175

on-chain multi-signature transactions have extended data size, which results in higher fee176

per transaction. In addition, due to their more obvious on-chain relations, they can be used177

for mapping individuals to an exchange wallet, which violates users privacy.178

4 Enhanced Cold Wallet Protocol179

In order to address general shortcomings of the basic architecture (Figure 1), various native180

multi-signature protocols can be employed between cold-storage and cold-gateway sub-181

systems. The proposed method is based on the native multi-party signature mechanisms182

over the underlying PKI in the blockchain. We employ the multi-signature variants of183

Schnorr [10, 11] and ECDSA [9, 8]. Since in Schnorr signing algorithm, private key x and184

k are employed in a linear manner, distributing the signature over more than one party is185

easy (xgolden = x1 + x2, kfinal = k1 + k2). Note that Schnorr signatures and their related186

public keys can be easily aggregated to construct multi-party shared values [10, 11]. However,187

in ECDSA, k and x are required to be shared in a multiplicative manner among parties such188

that xgolden = x1 × x2, kfinal = k1 × k2 [8]. This results in a far more complex protocol to189

establish multi-party ECDSA [8]. The rest of the section provides details of wallet creation190

and singnature generation in the enhanced cold wallet protocol.191

4.1 Multi-Party Wallet Creation192

In order to construct a shared wallet without violating privacy of the parties, each party starts193

the protocol by generating its key pair locally. Figure 2 presents the proposed multi-party194

wallet creation protocol. Note that after passing public keys to the other party, each side195

can calculate the shared public key P without knowing other party’s secret key. To this end,196

both sides can reach to the same cryptocurrency address without violating any privacy. It is197

important to point out that by using this protocol, the exact private key (x = x1 × x2 mod p198

in ECDSA and x = x1 +x2modl in Schnorr) is never calculated and therefore, is not available199

on any scenario during the entire execution of the protocol. This feature prevents extracting200
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x = x1 * x2 mod q
P = x * G mod q x1, P1, k1, 

sk, pkx2, P2, k2

Cold GatewayCold Core

Create tx

Ckey = Encpk(x1)
R1 = k1 * G

m = H(tx)
R2 = k2 * G
R = k2 * R1

r = R.x()
ρ ←[0, q2) 

c1 = Encpk(ρ * q +
[k2

-1 * m mod q])
c2 = [k2

-1 * r * x2 mod q] * Ckey
c3 = c1 + c2

tx, R1, Ckey, pk

s' = Decsk(C3)
s'' = k1

-1 * s' mod q
s = min{s", q - s"}
verify(H(tx),s,r)

R2, C3

Broadcast tx
with (R,s)

Figure 3 Proposed Protocol for 2PC-ECDSA in Cold Wallet

main private key (x) by employing side-channel analysis [18, 15] or through eavesdropping201

communications because only public variables are shared with the other party.202

4.2 Multi-Party Signature203

Figure 3 and Figure 4 show details of multi-party signature in enhanced cold wallet system204

using ECDSA and Schnorr signatures, respectively. A key feature of the proposed method is205

that it does not require any additional rounds compared to the state-of-the-art cold wallet206

systems (Figure 1). This becomes especially important in air-gapped connections because of207

time-consuming communications between the two parties (e.g. by transferring messages with208

USB flashes of QR-codes). The process starts with the gateway by creating a transaction for209

the same address that was calculated during multi-party wallet creation session. The rest210

of the section describes the proposed cold wallet protocol based on each signing algorithm211

separately.212

4.2.1 ECDSA213

The gateway calculates and sends four items to the core (cold-storage) as follows:214

m: Raw transaction hash.215

pk: Paillier public key of the gateway.216

Ckey: Encrypted signing private key of gateway by using its own Paillier public key.217

R1: The public point of the random nonce k1.218

Note that all of the passed items (m, pk, Ckey, and R1) are considered as public values219

and do not compromise the security of the system. Ckey and R1 are both public points220

and do not reveal any information regarding x1 and k1. The purpose of calculations in221

core (cold-storage) is to securely calculate C3 without revealing any information regarding x2222

and k2, which are core’s private value. More precisely, C3 is the homomorphic encryption of223

Nob i tex 2021
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x = x1 + x2 mod q
P = x * G mod q

x1, P1, k1, x2, P2, k2

Cold GatewayCold Core

Create tx

R1 = k1 * G

R2 = k2 * G
R = R1 + R1

e = H(R | P | tx)
s2 = (e * x2 + k2) mod l

tx, R1

R = R1 + R1
e = H(R | P | tx)

s1 = (e * x1 + k1) mod l
s = (s1 + s2) mod l

verify(e,s)

R2, s2

Broadcast tx
with (e,s)

Figure 4 Proposed Protocol for 2PC-Schnorr in Cold Wallet

final signature s without k−1
1 , which will be multiplied later by the gateway itself to complete224

the signature before broadcast. Note that during these calculations, none of the parties will225

be able to calculate x = x1 × x2 or k = k1 × k2.226

The core starts the signing process by calculating final R = k2 × R1. Now the final227

r = R.x is available for calculating the signature s. In order to achieve c3 = Encpk[k−1
2 ×228

(m+ r.x1.x2)] without having x1 it needs to use the homomorphic encryption of it, namely229

Ckey = Encpk(x1). To this end, it calculates two phrases and returns their summation:230

c3 = Encpk[k−1
2 × (m+ r.x1.x2)] = Encpk[k−1

2 ×m] +Encpk[k−1
2 × r.x1.x2]. Note that this is231

only possible because of homomorphism in the Encpk, which is an additively homomorphic232

encryption. The c1 = Encpk[ρ.q + (k−1
2 × m mod q)] is equal to the same part of the233

summations with a little difference of including ρ.q. However, this added random number will234

be wiped-out during the modulation process (modulo q) in the gateway. The random number235

ρ.q is added to (k−1
2 ×mmod q) before encryption in order to prevent gateway from guessing236

k−1
1 . On the other hand, C2 = (k−1

2 × r.x2)×Ckey is equal to Encpk[(k−1
2 × r.x2× x1)] since237

k−1
2 × r.x2 is a scalar and can be multiplied trough Encpk(x1). After calculating C1 and C2,238

the core sends C3 = C1 + C2 and R2 to the gateway.239

The gateway simply decrypts C3 with its Pailliar private key sk. The result only requires240

multiplication of k−1
1 to calculate the final s. Same as normal ECDSA signature generation,241

the final signature must have absolute value less than q/2 and therefore, sfinal will be242

min{s′′, q − s′′}. Moreover, gateway calculates r = [k1×R2].x() and can use r and s values243

as final signature pair of the transaction for broadcast.244

4.2.2 Schnorr245

In contrast to ECDSA, constructing multi-party protocols over Schnorr signature is straight-246

forward. The process starts with the gateway picking a random scalar k1 and calculating247

public point related to it R1 = k1 ×G. Moreover, It send R1 along with the raw transaction248
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data to the core. The core selects its own random scalar k2 and calculates R2 = k2 × G.249

Now the final e = H ((R1 +R2)|P |m) can be calculated and the core provides its share of250

the final signature s2 = (k2 + x2.e)mod l. Finally, the core sends s2 and R2 to the gateway.251

Now by having R2, the gateway can also calculate e and its own share of the signature252

s1 = (k1 + x1.e)mod l. The final multi-signature is simply the sum of s1 and s2 and their253

corresponding R values as follows:254

s = s1 + s2 = (k1 − x1.e) + (k2 − x2.e) = (k1 + k2)− (x1 + x2).e = k − x.e255

256

R = R1 +R2 = k1 ×G+ k2 ×G = (k1 + k2)×G257

Note that nor R1, R2 neither s2 reveal any information regarding secret values k1, k2 or x2,258

respectively.259

5 Evaluation260

This section provides security analysis of the proposed method, while assuming the underlying261

PKI is secure. Moreover, we compare the proposed method against the state-of-the-art in262

terms of communication and computation complexity.263

5.1 Security Analysis264

The security of the employed 2PC-ECDSA/Schnorr in the proposed method are extensively265

analyzed in details in [8, 10, 11] and proven to be as hard as underlying ECDSA, Paillier,266

and Schnorr schemes themselves. In the following, we discuss the security of the proposed267

method with respect to [8, 14] and [10, 11].268

1. Wallet-creation: During the wallet creation process, according to the hardness of269

underlying scheme [9, 19, 10, 11], it is considered to be computationally impossible for270

any of the parties (core or gateway) to extract private keys (x1 and x2) from public271

keys (P1 and P2). This also holds the same for any eavesdropper in the protocol, because272

the only shared information are public keys.273

Another important issue is the resistance to side-channel attacks in protocol-level. Al-274

though the side-channel attacks are applied to the implementation and require counter-275

measures in implementation-level, the proposed protocol prevents side-channel analysis276

since in no scenario and in no device, the final private key (x = x1.x2 mod q for ECDSA277

and x = x1 + x2 mod l for Schnorr) are available. Therefore, no side-channel analysis,278

such as timing [18], SPA/DPA [15] or cache attacks [20, 21], can be employed to directly279

extract final private key x.280

2. Signature: We analyze the security of the signature creation process in three folds:281

(a) privacy of each party, (b) message (raw transaction) integrity, and (c) confidentiality282

of the entire system, while an attacker is present.283

a. During the process of calculating the multi-signature, it is vital to ensure no private284

information is exposed to other parties. The security/randomness of R1 and R2 are285

the same as P1 and P2 (which are reduced to the security of the underlying scheme,286

i.e. ECDSA [9] and Schnorr [10, 11]) and do not reveal any information regarding k1287

and k2, respectively. In 2PC-ECDSA scenario, Ckey = Encpk(x1) does not reveal any288

information regarding x1 as long as the underlying Paillier scheme is hard to break.289

Moreover, in order to prevent gateway from extracting any information about k−1
2 or290

x2, Lindell suggests [8] adding ρ.q to k−1
2 ×m, which results in a randomness that is291

Nob i tex 2021
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only removed my reducing entire phrase by modulo q. Therefore, even if the gateway292

tries to provide corrupted inputs for core (such as Ckey = Encpk(0 or 1)), it cannot293

redeem any useful information. Thus, none of the parties (core or gateway) can extract294

critical information from shared contents of the other one.295

In 2PC-Schnorr scenario, two parties share nothing but pure public values, such as s,296

P , and R, which do not reveal any information regarding private values as long as the297

underlying Schnorr security claims hold.298

b. Both parties require to ensure the integrity of message m. To this end, the core verifies299

the givenm by recomputing tx hash. Moreover, it verifies the destination address of the300

received transaction since the destination addresses of the cold system are predefined301

hot_wallet addresses. Note that it is not possible for the core to verify other parts of302

the transaction due to the fact that it is not connected to the internet. It is worth303

mentioning that there is not need to ensure validity of the entire transaction in core304

because the output data C3 and R2 reveal nothing about x2 and k2, respectively. Thus,305

even if a corrupted transaction is given to the core, the output does not compromise306

the security of cold wallets as long as ECDSA and Paillier remain hard to break.307

c. As discussed in previous scenarios, according to [8], even a malicious party (who308

has access to one share of the secret data) cannot achieve any information regarding309

other party’s secret shares. The same statement also holds for an eavesdropper who310

does not have access to any secret shares. Moreover, in no state of the signature311

preparation, the main private data, such as x = x1.x2 or k−1 = k−1
1 .k−1

2 are present312

in non-encrypted manner. Therefore, it is impossible to reach main private keys with313

any kind of side-channel analysis on only one device.314

5.2 Complexity Analysis315

The proposed method imposes computational overhead on both core and gateway systems.316

Moreover, it increases communication complexity between both systems. However, the317

communication between the two systems is air-gapped and therefore, no charges apply to the318

communication overhead (usually the air-gapped communications are based on transferring319

information via a storage device, i.e USB flash driver). It is important to note that the320

proposed method does not effect the size of the final message for broadcast on the blockchain321

and the signature does not differ from normal single signatures.322

5.2.1 Communication Complexity323

Table 3 provides detailed analysis regarding the imposed overhead during communications324

between gateway and core by underlying algorithm parameters. The 2PC-ECDSA variant325

imposes higher communication overhead because of employing additional Paillier ciphertexts.326

On the other hand, the 2-PC Schnorr variant has almost negligible overhead (only during327

step one arround 32 Bytes). Note that in both scenarios, communication overhead of the328

proposed method during step two is negligible (in 2PC-Schnorr there is no overhead).329

We also include exact overhead size in our implementations of the proposed method before330

and after applying standard compression techniqies on the multisig part of the communication331

messages.332

5.2.2 Computation Complexity333

In terms of computational complexity, the overhead of the proposed method highly depends334

on the underlying signature scheme and its method of implementation. To this end, we335
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Table 3 Communication Complexity of the Proposed Method Compared to the State-of-the-art.
The qec and np values stand for configuration parameters of elliptic curve and Paillier cryptosystems,
respectively.

Cold wallet system Step one
(gateway-to-core)

Step two
(core-to-gateway)

State-of-the-art tx tx + sig≈tx+64B

Proposed
method

2-PC
ECDSA

Theory tx+R1+Ckey+pk
=tx+log qec+log n2

p+log np
tx + R2+c3

=tx + log qec+log n2
p

Imp.
=tx+32B+512B+256B

=tx+800B
After Comp.≈tx+600B

=tx+32B+512B=tx+534B
After Comp.≈tx+420B

2-PC
Schnorr

Theory tx+R1

=tx+log qec
tx+R2+s2

=tx+2log qec

Impl. =tx+32B
After Comp.≈tx+26B

=tx+2×32B=tx+64B
After Comp.≈tx+50B

Table 4 Computation Complexity of the Proposed Method in Comparison with the State-of-the-
art. Em, Ms, Mec, and Im stand for modular exponentiation, modular scalar multiplication, elliptic
curve multiplication, and modular inversion operations, respectively.

Cold wallet system Gateway Core

State-of
-the-art

ECDSA Ver: Im + 2Ms + 2Mec Sig: Mec + Im + 2Ms

Schnorr Ver: 2Mec Sig: Mec +Ms

Proposed
method

2-PC ECDSA

Step one: 2Em +Ms +Mec

Step three: Em + 2Ms

+Im +Ms +Mec+ver
Total: 3Em + 6Ms + 4Mec + 2Im

2Mec + Im + 2Ms

2Em +Ms + 2Ms + Em +Ms

Total: 2Mec + Im + 6Ms + 3Em

2-PC Schnorr
Step one: Mec

Step three: Ms+ver
Total: Ms + 3Mec

Total: Mec +Ms

provide theoretical analysis of the proposed method against the state-of-the-art as is shown336

in Table 4. It is worth mentioning that in 2PC-ECDSA scenario, the imposed computation337

overhead is relatively high (in comparison with Schnorr variant) and is dominated by Paillier338

homomorphic operations.339

The gateway always has to perform a verification on the final signature before broadcasting340

it to the blockchain network. Therefore, in both ECDSA and Schnorr algorithms, the gateway341

perform at least two elliptic curve multiplications. However, in the proposed method, the342

gateway is also participates in signature generation process. Therefore, the imposed overhead343

on gateway is at least eaqual to a full signature (approximately four point multiplication and344

one inversion in ECDSA, while three point multiplication in Schnorr). On the other hand,345

Thecore always takes part in signature generation. Therefore, in 2PC-Shnorr scenario, the346

imposed overhead to the core is almost negligible since it is only required to perform the347

same signature as same as the state-of-the-art method.348

6 Extended Cold Wallet System349

In this section, we demonstrate how the proposed method solves shortcomings of the basic350

cold wallet management technique. Later, we discuss different applications of the employed351
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Figure 5 Proposed Multi-signature Protocol where the User is Directly Involved in Signing
Process of the Transaction

native multi-signature protocol in centralized systems.352

The first outcome of employing an MPC-based signature scheme in cold wallet, is that the353

final wallet private keys cannot be accessed by taking control of only one device (addresses354

the shortcomming 3.2.1). Therefore, the proposed method gives no individual authority355

the right to create valid signatures for cold wallets (addresses the shortcomming 3.2.3).356

Moreover, the protocol ensures that none of the parties (cold gateway and cold core) can gain357

information from other one using corrupted messages. To this end, it will not be possible for358

a compromised gateway to extract parts of private keys from cold storage using corrupted359

transaction data (addresses the shortcomming 3.2.4).360

In addition, the proposed method removes any linear or non-linear relation between the361

generated keys. More precisely, summation (in 2-PC Schnorr: x = x1 + x2) or multiplica-362

tion (in 2-PC ECDSA: x = x1.x2) of child private keys in one device by another series of363

keys from other device, completely removes any relation between the final private key and364

inner master keys in core because the other private share acts as a complete random value365

added/multiplied to the key (addresses the shortcomming 3.2.2).366

The protocol presented in Figure 3 and Figure 4 can be altered in a way that a customer367

replaces the gateway. This scenario is shown in Figure 5, where the user is responsible368

for transaction creation and broadcast (addresses the shortcomming 3.2.5). Therefore, the369

exchange has no control over user’s transactions. However, the security of user’s wallet is370

backed-up by the exchange. Thus, on a security breach in the exchange or a successful attack371

on user’s local wallet, the assets of user are secure.372

The key generation process in this scenario can be implemented in different ways depending373

on the user expertise and suitable policies for the corresponding account. The private key share374

in user side can be generated locally by user itself, which results in complete implementation375

of the original proposed protocol without compromising the user privacy. However, upon a376

destructive attack on user’s local wallet or loss of key information in user-side, it will not377
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be possible to withdraw wallet funds. In order to remove such responsibility from user, the378

user’s shared key can be initiated from a master_key in exchange, which does not fully379

preserve user’s privacy but can be recovered upon certain conditions.380

7 Conclusion381

This paper proposes an enhanced cold wallet system based on the native multi-signature382

schemes in blockchain. The proposed method solves fundamental shortcomings of the-state-of-383

the-art cold wallet system. The proposed protocol has strong security claims reducible to the384

underlying signature/encryption schemes, such as ECDSA, Paillier, and Schnorr. Moreover,385

we evaluated the proposed method against the state-of-the-art in terms of communication386

and computation complexity. Finally, we extend the application of the enhanced cold387

wallet system to a scenario where users can have direct involvement in transaction signature388

generation process.389
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